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ABSTRACT
Throughout the existence of human beings shelter has solved the problem by
producing various structural solutions. Then, they starting to live side by side in
groups to be organized and have learned to create civilizations. With the
advencement of time , human beings has developed to create residential architecture
and living space using materials that have been presented by the environment and
technology. Geography of Turkey contains oldest known settlement in the world
instances. Produced by the impact of different ethnic and cultural communities
hosted on a variety of residential architecture. Turkey in the Black Sea region,
climate and landforms of the other regions are separated by a sharp characteristic.
From ancient times to the present day has been hosting many different cultures and
civilizations. Over time, occurred a cultural mosaic as a result of the wars , disasters
and migrations. Western Black Sea Region , throughout history, the origin of many
ethnic and migration of human populations at different time intervals and witnessed
displacement. Consequently, the resulting interactions, are read in conventional
tissue and housing. In this thesis , the Western Black Seas a long history of building
the scale of
Akcakoca history and features of traditional residential architecture which is read
today in the present example. Legally registered and urban sites have been declared
ler
house analytical samples are investigated, studies and analysis prepared restitution,
restoration and re-use a suggestion on that was created with the work done.In this
context, protection issues and suggestions in the region prepared to work with the
interpretation of conservation work has been completed.
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